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This book aims to be a practical manual for those engaged in collecting data on bird distribution, 
bird abundance and habitat distribution. It is not a monographic overview of the whole literature 
on the subject, nor a complete list of methods in use. Instead, it concentrates on questions such 
as: Why count birds?; What are the main census methods?; Do the methods meet our expecta
tions?; and What are the main weaknesses of the collected data? The authors describe, evaluate 
and recommend the following main types of methods applied: territory-mapping, line-transects, 
point-counts, catching and marking, counting individual species, counting colonial/flocking birds, 
atlassing, and describing and measuring bird habitats. The text includes few quotations of original 
sources, but instead concentrates on giving recommendations of what should or should not be 
done. Boxed figures and examples of proper or wrong applications are especially helpful. 

This is undoubtedly a very useful, fundamental guide. Yet, I cannot restrain myself from 
expressing not only my high esteem for the product, but also some mild disappointment. For 
years we "have awaited a manual on how to perform censuses of birds. The book reviewed is 
certainly a big step in that direction, yet it is not exactly what we have needed. My criticism 
comes from the following features of the book: too much bias towards an Anglo-Saxon view of 
the literature, too much insistence on collection of relative (rather than absolute) data, and a too-
narrow (too-practical) view of the purposes of counting birds. For instance, most of the Central-
European experience has been ignored (e.g. that developed in the German-speaking countries, 
such as attempts to combine bird atlassing with quantitative estimates of bird abundance, including 
the papers by Dr E. Bezzel and others). Further, not everyone treats the mapping technique as a 
relative method: in Central Europe it is more common to attempt to achieve close-to-absolute 
results. Those who prefer to see the mapping-technique results as relative should refrain from 
claiming as absolute the obtained 'densities', by which term a complete estimate of bird numbers 
per space-unit is understood, in contrast to 'relative density' or 'index of density', which may re
flect only a fraction of the true values. Listing the aims of counting birds, the book considers mainly 
two: for disclosing changes with time (monitoring), and for disclosing differences in space 
(between habitats). It is true that both may be achieved more cheaply by collecting relative rather 
than absolute data, but we need quantitative data for other purposes (e.g. for studying the bird-
community composition, which requires the discovery of the least biased, and proportional, 
reflection of the abundance of various species differing in their conspicuousness, or for revealing 
true local density necessary for proper calculation of the total biomass, population productivity, 
energy flow, and so on). Such indices are misleading when calculated from incomplete (relative) 
data. 

Finally, there can be two kinds of approach to collecting quantitative data. The first, very 
appealing to individual students or special-project teams short of manpower, is to collect relative 
data, which are comparable, but less costly. The second relies on slow, continent-wide accumulation 
of basic data gathered by different people under widely differing field conditions in various 
climates and habitats, without a rigid standardisation, since too-strict rules make results from 
dissimilar habitats hardly comparable. The relative methods require the highest skill and the 
maximum concentration while working in the field; paradoxically, not infrequently they are 
selected for use by the less-experienced and less-competent censusers. A strong warning against 
this should have been raised repeatedly, though without downgrading the methods themselves. 
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